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(U) Conclusion

(U//fOUO) Many questions concerning this highly secretive and elusive group with direct ties to international
terrorism remain unanswered. For example:
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(b)(7)(E)

b3

(U,l/J,OUO) One could ask the following question: ifMOA really is a legitim.ate group without greater intention
outside of religious worship, why do members fortify their compounds, conduct weapons training, conduct research
on military installations and law enforcement tactics, and stockpile ammunition and explosives?
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(U) International Terrorist Qroups Present in Georgia
(S
assesses the terrorism threat level for CONUS as signijkant.Lfil There are several known rou s or
ersons oca ed in Geor ia who are sympathetic or affiliated with international terrorist organizations
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target practice, and camping trips have been seen as in icators for rad1ca 12mg individuals and helping members
overcome moral and emotional barriers through rigorous physical and mental rehearsing of violent activity, thus
preparing them to engage in violent actions in the future .(44]
FBI reporting indicated that in July 2007, members of the MOA military squad
L..,-~--'-,,....,::....-=....=...;::;:__._J
part1c;1pate ma vance firearms training and personal protective services (PPS) training at multiple locations in
Virginia. Trainees also received instn,1ction on martial arts and bodyguard training. ne of the individuals who
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~b3 b7e FBI

jFBI reporting indicated that in March 2006, the fslamic Political Party of Ai:nerica
(IPPA), a group affiliated with the MOA, was attempting to recruit US DoD personnel in Norfolk, VA. According to
an FBI source with excellent access, the IPPA attempted to recruit US Navy personnel due to the high concentration
of US Navy personnel in Norfolk. Past reporting indicated that the MOA collected information on DoD facilities,
specifically Fort Lee, F. E. Warren Air Force Base (AFB), Buckley AFB, Rocky Mountain Arsenal, the US Air
Force Academy, two Wyoming National Guard Armories, and Fort Pickett. It is likely that the IPPA sought out
military personnel for recruitment due to their access to military installations, military training, and ability to
maintain a low profile.[46]
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b7e FBI IFBI reporting indicated that in March 2006, the Islamic Political Party of America
(IPPA), a grovp affiliated with the MOA, was attempting to recruit US OoD personnel in Norfolk, VA. According to
an FBI source with excellent access, the IPPA attempted to recruit US Navy personnel due to the high concentration
of US Navy personnel in Norfolk. Past reporting indicated that MOA collected information on OoD facilities,
specifically Fort Lee, F. E;:. Warren AFB, Buckley AFB, Rocky Mountain Arsenal, the US Air Force Academy, two
Wyoming National Guard Armories, and Fort Pickett. It is likely that IPPA sought out military members for
recruitment due to their access to military installations, military training, and ability to maintain a low profile.(47]
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~ ) There is one knownjama'at within 100 miles ofFort McPherson/Fort Gillem. The jama'at is
located near Commerce, GA, 70 miles northeast of Atlanta. The MOA maintains another jama'at in Odum,
GA, which is approximately 190 miles southeast of Atlanta, and 20 miles southwest from Fort Stewart in .
Savannah, GA.(55)(56)
e(U)fStl b3 b7eFBI
I In 2006, the Islamic Political Party of America (IPPA), a group affiliated with
the MOA, was attempting to recruit US DoD military personnel in Norfolk, VA. Although IPPA
recruitment could support purely political goals, recruitment of military personnel would support the
MOA's overall mission of"defensivejihad" by providing recruits already trained in weapons, military
tactics, and self defense. If the group were to conduct attacks in the United States, DoD recruits could also
hel the MOA gain access to US military facilities.I.ill
:l b7e b6 h7c
s of August 2007, an ide~tified J JS nerson and member ofan MOA military
squad, was believed to be employed by an identified[ K~ b7e b6 b7c Per FBI
J This
individual,~ h.~ ll7E il6 b7C Per FBI
!made two unsuccessful attempts to purchase an AR15 rifle from an identified US fireanns business in South Carolina. It is unknown exactly why the
individual attempted to acquire the rifle; however. it is likely that the MOA squad is interested in using the
AR•I 5 for weapons training due to its accuracy and modularity, if they are not a l r e ~ s of22
September 2008, the MOA squad member is associated with a residential address i . ~ The
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transfer operational funds out of United States due to the heightened visibility of law enforcement entities
monitoring US banking and money-laundering methods as means to support terrorism .(5_6)
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~ ) The Hancock, NY, compound in particular has been identified as a training site for JUF/MOA's military
squad.(67)
umo.
is to develo securi s uads in re aration of ho! war and law enforcement
incursions.
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'------------___J'(68)(69] Activities such as paintball, target practice, and camping tnps ave een
seen as indicators for radicalizing individuals and helps members overcome moral and emotional barriers through
rigorous physical and mental rehearsing of violent activity, thus preparing them to engage in violent actions in the
future.[1Q}

• ~ 3 b7e Per FBI IFBI reporting indicated that in July 2007, members of the MOA military squad
participated in advanced firearms training and personal protective services (PPS) training at multiple
· locations in Virginia. Trainees also received instruction on martial arts and bodyguard training. One of the
·
I who attended the trainin was an identified US erson and a known MOA member wh
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FBI reporting indicated that in March 2006, the Islamic Political Party of America
(I PPA), a group affiliated with the MOA, was attempting to recruit US DoD personnel in Norfolk, VA. According to
an FBI source with excellent access, the IPPA attempted to recruit US Navy personnel due to the high concentration
of US Navy personnel in Norfolk. Past reporting indicated that MOA collected information on DoD facilities,
specifically Fort Lee, F. E. Warren AFB, Buckley AFB, Rocky Mountain Arsenal, the US Air Force Academy, two
Wyoming National Guard Armories, and For:-t Pickett. It is likely that IPPA sought out military personnel for
recruitment due to their access to military installations, military training, and ability to maintain a low profile.[721
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~ ) There is no current credible re ortin indicatin th·~·t MOA is actively targeting US facilities, personnel, or
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_he activities ofMOA ·ama'ats are believed to include radicalization and recruitment,
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(SI/NF) The MOA maintains ajama'at in Odum, GA, and Commerce, GA. The Commercejama'at, located
in Franklin County, is 85 miles from Fort Gordon. The Odumjama'at is located approximately 20 miles
from Fort Stewart in Savannah and within I 00 miles of Fort McPherson/Gillem.(45)(46)
~ 3 b7D b7E FBI I In 2006, the Islamic P~litical Party of America (IPPA), a group affiliated with
the MOA, was attempting to recruit US DoD military personnel in Norfolk, VA. Although IPPA
recruitment could support purely political goals, recruitment of military personnel would support the
1
MOA 's overall mission of"defensive jihad" by providing recruits already trained in weapons, military
tactics, and self defense. Were the group to conduct attacks in the United States, DOD recruits could also
help the MOA gain access to US military facilities.(47)
•(U)fS:..__________, As of August
·
"fi
erson and member of an MOA military
squad, was b · v d to be em· lo _ed b
This
individual, a'---,---:-::---,----:-:---=------,--,----......Jmade two unsuccessful attempts to purchase an AR15 rifle from an identified US firearms business in South Carolina. It is unknown why the individual
attempted to acquire the rifle; however, it is likely that the MOA squad is interested in using the AR-15 for
weapons trainin·g due to its accuracy and modularity, if not already using it. As of 22 September 2008, the
MOA squad member is associated with a residential address inl
!The individual's employment
inl
land attempted weapons procurement are indicative of the military tactics, weapons
and· self-defense training sought by rnernb~rs of the MOA jama'ats.(48)(49)(50)
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FBI reporting in,dicates that in July 2007, members of the MOA military squad
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FBI reporting indicates that in March 2006, the Islamic Polit_ical Party of America
(II?PA), a group affiliated with the MOA, attempted to recruit US DoD personnel in Norfolk, VA. According to an
FBI source with exc~llent access, the TPPA attempted-to.recruit US Navy personnel because of the high
concentration of US Navy personnel in Norfolk. Past reporting indicated that MOA collected infonnation on DoD
facilities, specifically Fort Lee, F.E. Warren Air Force Base (AFB), Buckley AFB, Rocky Mountain Arsenal, the US
Air Force Academy, two Wyoming National Guard Armories, an&Fort Pickett. It is likely that IPPA sought out
military personnel for recruitment because of their access to military installations, military training, and ability to
maintain a low profile.liI!
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(8//l>W) There is no current, credible reporting indicating that international terrorists intend to attack Fort Belvoir,

Fort A.P. Hill, or their assets.
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~~ltiple reports indicate _that ~OA memb~r~ co~tinue to conduct_ ~aramilitary training. The Hancock, NY,
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I.121 Activities such as paintball, target practice, an camping trips are
methods used to radicalize personnel. Bringing members together to participate in this sort of activity builds
cohesion. In addition, it helps members overcome moral and emotional barriers, through rigorous physical and
mental rehearsing of violent activity, thus preparing them to engage in violent actions in the future.( 40]
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JFBl reporting indicated that in July 2007, members of the MOA military squad
participated in advanced firearms training and personal protective services (PPS) training at multiple locations in
Virginia: Trainees also received instruction on martial arts and bodyguard training. One of the persons who attended
the training was an identified US person and a known MOA member who
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IFBI reporting indicated that in March 2006, the lslami<;: Political Party of America
(I PPA:), a group affiliated-with the MOA, was attempting to recruit US DoD personnel in Norfolk, VA. According to
an FBI source with excellent access, the IPPA attempted to recruit US Navy personnel because of the high
concentration of US Navy personnel in Norfolk. Past reporting indicated that MOA collected information on\DoD
facilities, specifically Fortl~ee, F. E. Warren AFB, Buckley AFB, Rocky Mountain Arsenal, the US Air Force
Academy, two Wyoming National Guard Armories, and Fort Pickett. ·1t is likely that IPPA sought out military
personnel for recruitment because of their access to military installations, military training, and ability to maintain a
low profile.l1lJ
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